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Homing Amusement & Game Machine Co.,Ltd Since 2004 located in 

PanYu, where is the biggest distribution center of game machines in China. 

Homing Company is specialized in manufacturing, selling and after-sale 

service of big electronic game machines, research and development 

capabilities strong, advanced production equipment. And provide parts for the 

manufacturers of gaming machines. 

 

Homing Factory will carry forward the spirit of "Pragmatic innovation and 

Enterprising"; insist on “honesty, quality first, customer first for the purpose”. 

We hope to make progress and development together with friends at home 

and abroad. 

 

Homing Factory production and R & D has more than 13 years of experience, 

We have more than 130 wokers and Sales Person.we provide with purchasing 

service of prize game machine, crane game machine , fishing game 

machine,arcade game machine, simulator game machine, video game 

machine, racing game machine, redemption game machine, kids rides game 

machine, children game machine, amusement park machine, game machine 

accessory etc series products.  



 
 

 

Over the years the company has maintained a rapid development of the state, 

not only in domestic products have very high market share and has been 

exported to Europe and the United States, Southeast Asia, Africa, the Middle 

East and other countries and regions. In the joint efforts of all, Homing brand 

have won Southeast Asian customers praise and cooperative support for good 

quality and reasonable price. 

  

Since our establishment, with mature technology and strong comprehensive 

strength, we have won Southeast Asian/USA/European Countries/North and 

South America customers praise and cooperative support for good quality and 

reasonable price. we assure that you will be satisfied with the superior quality 

of our product and our best service. 

  

Our purpose is "Win your trust and support through our honest service. 

Achieve mutual-benefit and reciprocity. Creat win-win together. 

  

We warmly welcome worldwide customer to visit our Homing factory and guide 

our work. Besides,we sincerely hope we will have a chance to cooperate with 

each other,we are looking forward to creat a better future with you. 

  

Choosing us is your wise decision. Welcome to your contact and visit to our 

Homing Company at any time. 

http://www.hominggame.com 

http://www.game-made-in-china.com 

Youtube Suscribe us: 

 https://www.youtube.com/user/HomingGame 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/jin.homing 
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